The need for effective and competitive financial markets is reflected in the internal control procedures of listed companies. The recent banking crises and the famous financial scandals have revealed the need for strong internal control mechanisms. Such mechanisms improve firms performance, reduce information asymmetry and are expected to raise firms value. However, due to the inherent limitations of internal control achievement of the financial reporting objectives cannot be absolutely ensured. A great reform in the internal control mechanism was introduced by the controversial Article 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. This paper lays out the internal control provision described in SarbanesOxley Act, presents the extraterritorial effects on foreign issuers, compares and summarizes overall findings towards ensuring a better financial environment with regard to the international and European corporate governance framework applied.
Introduction
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, also known as the Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002 or ‗SOX', is a much-discussed and controversial law of the United States. It was issued as a rather strict yet prompt response of the American Congress to scandals like Enron and WorldCom, that caused the decline of public trust in accounting and reporting practices 155 . The SarbanesOxley Act includes provisions for the financial instruments and their trading as well as requirements on additional disclosure. It has been characterized as 155 -This failure of corporate governance, [compounded by] an enduring bear market, approaching mid-term elections and uncertainty about terrorism and war, placed the federal government under extraordinary pressure to act‖ according to Greene . SOX established new law, amended the existing one and created the Securities and Exchange Commission (hereinafter -the SEC‖) rule making and stock market listing standards. The passing of the SOX marks the departure from the lenience that foreign issuers had enjoyed in the past towards the general trend consisting in making the U.S. capital markets more attractive to foreign issuers issuers, it became effective on July 15, 2007 161 (after SEC's permission for expansion 162 ). Section 404 is SOX's most controversial new provision and it is so much-discussed that it has become a synonym for SOX itself 163 . The enactment of Section 404 requires SEC registrants to report on the effectiveness of the internal controls over financial reporting, the management to assess and evaluate the annual internal financial reports and lastly, the auditors to attest the validity of these reports. Section 404 requirement for management evaluation and reporting on the internal controls had also been proposed by the SEC (to be later withdrawn) in 1979 in the Securities Exchange Act Rel. 164 . At that time -as the case is presently-this requirement for management assessment was faced with wide controversy and criticism. Objections concerning Section 404 derive from the compliance costs that companies had to bear during the first two years, as a minimum, of the implementation of the Act. However, as research has shown 165 , after three years of enforcement, the resulting financial burden is greater for small companies, whereas as regards large companies, Section 404 is claimed to be a much needed reform that generates more accurate internal company control which finally supports a costeffective internal control procedure.
An important aspect concerning internal control requirements is that, whether federal or state, these requirements are incoherent unless and until it is welldefined for whose benefit they exist and to what 161 SEC 404 Release. Non domestic private issuers are considered non-accelerated filers, where accelerated filers are defined in 1934 Act, and because they had greater difficulty in preparing the management report on internal control over financial reporting at first they were expected to fill in the 404 report by the end of July 15, 2006. But finally the SEC permitted one more year of expansion in order for them to meet all the necessary requirements. 162 . Shareholders should be the beneficiaries of internal accounting controls legislation and it is claimed that the Act was released in accordance to their needs 167 . Another difficult question to answer is the extent to which controls relating to reporting blur into controls over general legal compliance or operational decision making 168 . This paper presents in brief the basic provisions of Section 404, as already applied in practice; Section 404 benefits are balanced against costs, while an effort shall be made to answer the question whether the wide controversy raised with regard to foreign issuers listed in US is well-justified. Simultaneously, three main objectives are emphasized: i) the main aspects of internal control procedures after implementation of Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 from a legal and a critical perspective, ii) the extraterritoriality of the internal control provision for foreign issuers listed in the US and their reaction to the Sarbanes-Oxley provision after the first year of its implementation and iii) the positive and negative aspects of the effectiveness of internal controls, the measures undertaken by foreign issuers and the possible ways in which European firms can benefit from a strong internal control regime.
A. Section 404 Procedure

Section 404 Provisions ni General
Regardless of their size, companies are exposed to risks in order to realize high profits 169 ; It is selfevident that the larger and more complex a firm is, the more are the risks that the firm is faced with. Firms are also required to manage the risks involved in their long -term operation. To efficiently manage these risks, companies must firstly assess the risks taken, then measure and control them and finally, monitor them 170 171 According to SEC, material misstatements is one of the principal ways of inducing readers of financial reports in taking wrong decisions concerning investments in a company, lending money to the company or any other Standards No. 60 ‗material weakness' is defined as a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control components doesn't reduce to a relatively low level the risk that misstatements caused by errors or frauds in the amounts that they would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions 172 . The SEC hasn't taken any position whatsoever on how many significant deficiencies constitute a material weakness; this is left entirely to the companies and their auditors to judge on a caseby-case basis depending on the particular facts and circumstances. However, the PCAOB, through the new Auditing Standard No. 5, which replaced the much-discussed Auditing Standard No. 2 (see analysis below),tries to limit the meaning of material weaknesses to the most evident weaknesses that can seriously affect the company's performance and lead to a ‗non-depicting the reality' financial reporting of the firm.
Section 404 vested the management with the obligation to assess the financial report, certify the disclosure and control the reliability of periodic financial reports. Issuers are required to publish in their annual reports information concerning the scope and adequacy of the internal control structure and the financial reporting procedures. The effectiveness of such internal controls and procedures is also assessed. Ιn the same report, following management's assessment, the registered public accounting firm attests and reports on the assessment of the effectiveness of the internal control structure and the financial reporting procedures. The relevant procedures used by most companies are IT-based, while companies rely on electronic management of the data, documents and key operational processes. Therefore, it is obvious that Information Technology plays a vital role in internal control evaluation. To determine the IT control system which should first be included in the procedure, management must identify and document control at process level. Companies tend to adopt evaluation criteria in order to improve comparability between the standard used by the companies to conduct their annual internal control evaluations. Chief Information Officers (-CIO's‖) are responsible for the security, the accuracy and the reliability of the data analysing systems.
The scope of Section 404 is to ensure that management is efficient when assessing internal controls and is informed in detail on the internal control procedures, adopted by the internal control committees, the auditors and the IT section. According to Section 404, the evaluation of internal control financial reporting and the identification of any material weaknesses must be assessed by the management. The elimination of any material weaknesses which could keep the company away from meeting the financial targets set at the beginning of the year constitutes the management's responsibility. In order to avoid such misstatements at an early stage, management must gather sufficient evidence, so as to address the risks related to: i. each financial reporting element, and ii. controls underlying each element 173 .
Internal Control over Financial Reporting (ICFR) (i) Definition of Internal Control over Financial Reporting (ICFR)
Internal control concerns the accuracy of the financial statements produced 174 and the provision of greater assurance to the investors regarding the integrity of the firm's management. The definition of internal control was traditionally focused on the accounting profession. Under Section 404, it received a broader meaning focused on clarifying the company's internal control that an auditor should consider when planning and performing an audit of the company's financial statements .
According to Section 404, internal control over financial reporting (hereinafter -ICFR‖) is: -a process designed by, or under the supervision of, the registrant's principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, and effected by the registrant's board of directors, management and other personnel, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and includes those policies and procedures that: i. Pertain to the maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the registrant ii. Provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and . The procedure includes, at first, the financial reporting whereby the financial statements of the company are certified and any existing weaknesses, material and trivial ones, are depicted. Consequently, the management's task involves the assessment of this financial reporting that specifically covers the matters referenced in Section 103 of SOX. Then, the company's public registered accounting firm attests and reports over the financial statements. The reference made to the assurances regarding the use of disposition of a company's assets in clause (iii) clearly proves that the safeguarding of assets constitutes an element of ICFR.
The company's management, with the assistance of the CEO and CFO, evaluates the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting as of the end of every fiscal year. The annual 404 report on IFCR should include 176 : -a statement of the management"s responsibility for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting for the company; -a statement identifying the framework used by the management in order to perform the required evaluation of the effectiveness of ICFR as of the end of the company's most recent fiscal year; -the management's assessment of the effectiveness of ICFR as of the end of company's most recent fiscal year, including a statement as to whether the company's internal control over financial reporting is indeed effective. The assessment must include disclosure of any material weaknesses in the ICFR detected by the management 177 .
-a statement that the registered public accounting firm that audited the financial statements included in the company's annual report has issued an attestation report on the management's assessment of the company's internal control over financial reporting 178 . The role of the management is crucial for the compliance with Section 404. The management is responsible for including in its annual statement (usually the 20-F for foreign and domestic issuers and 175 As also mentioned in SEC' s 404 release. 176 According to Item 308 of Regulations S-K and S-B. 177 If there is at least one material weakness the management is not allowed to conclude that the company's overall internal control over financial reporting is effective. ) an internal control report that: -states the responsibility of the management for establishing and maintaining an adequate internal control structure and procedures for financial reporting -includes the assessment of the most recent fiscal year of the issuer on the effectiveness of ICFR.
To fulfil these requirements, the management should undertake a comprehensive approach that includes thorough planning and evaluation of its internal controls system. There are a number of methods that a company can choose in developing and fulfilling the aforementioned responsibilities. The company's relevant documentation varies as Section 404 does not prohibit any form of documentation, thus, enabling use and combination of many different forms of documentation which could guarantee a more complete internal control and an accurate and up-to-date assessment of the management. The SEC hasn't provided any checklist to follow as it encourages flexibility in the documentation and the reporting procedure, in general. The form of the documentation depends on the company's size, complexity and documentation approach policy. Some indicative forms of documentation are:  the company's policy manuals  the accounting models  process models  memoranda  flow charts  procedural write-ups  self-assessment reports  job descriptions  forms and decision tables and generally, any other item that the company considers as appropriate documentation.
This evidence should document the company's controls while its effectiveness should also be tested. It is important that management allows sufficient time for the completion of this process, so that the appropriate basis may be created in view of ensuring an assessment which responds to any identified deficiencies. Early identification of deficiencies provides the management with sufficient time to correct them and determine the operating effectiveness of the controls prior to year-end reporting.
For the evaluation of the evidence of ICFR, it is proposed that evidence is gathered from on-going 179 The management's assessment in practice is usually placed near the management's discussion and analysis (MD&A) disclosure or immediately preceding the financial statements. Most companies include the report either in Item 9A of form 10-K or in their glossy annual report either immediately before or after the financial statements or immediately after MD&A. Section 404 does not require the assessment to be signed by the CFO and CEO of the company. However, some companies are having their CFO-CEO' s sign their management report. monitoring activities whereas the internal control is deemed more effective when there is centralized operation of controls and the number of the personnel involved is limited 180 . Apart from the documentation itself, the language used should be more generally understandable in order to avoid possible problems arising from foreign filers 181 .
(ii) The Auditing Standards used for the ICFR In 2004, PCAOB issued Auditing Standard No. 2 (hereinafter ‗AS-2'), which requires auditors to perform their own independent assessment related to internal controls over financial reporting and issue a report verifying the management's prior assessment over ICFR. AS-2 defines auditor obligations with respect to the opinion and evaluation of management's ICFR. AS-2 also sets -de facto standards‖ 182 with respect to management's own evaluation, since should the management fail to adhere to these standards, this would result in a negative auditor opinion. AS-2 was very expansive in breadth and depth of the internal controls audit 183 as testing was expanded on all base-level data, generated by daily business operations, as well as on the corporate governance process. It is clear that internal control must have a broad and in-depth operation; however, there has been question on whether limits should be set in testing, since AS-2 provides for the execution of all kinds of internal control testing, thus, generating overwhelming costs for the companies 184 . As a reaction to compliance costs and the burdensome application of Audit Standard AS-2, PCAOB recently adopted Audit Standard-No.5 (hereinafter ‗AS-5') with the aim to guide auditors towards verifying more effectively internal control weaknesses during financial statement audits, and at the same time, eliminate unnecessary costly procedures. The SEC 180 Supra. ftn.9. 181 The language used may also create a problem in the documentation of 404 as accelerated filers with locations outside US have experienced challenges in addressing languages differences, see Deloitte' s report on SarbanesOxley Section 404: Compliance Challenges for Foreign Private Issuers (2005). 182 Supra ftn.5. 183 Ibid. 184 As Langevoort analyzes : -Perhaps the key sentence in the entire standard, however, comes in paragraph 9 of AS-2: a significant deficiency in controls arises when there is one or more flaws in the control system such that -there is more than a remote‖ likelihood that a misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial statements that is more than inconsequential. Something is considered remote only when chance of its occurrence is -slight‖-amore than a remote risk, then, is anything more than a slight one. According to paragraph 10 of AS-2, a material weakness is one or more significant deficiencies that create a -more than remote‖ likelihood that a material misstatement in the financials will not be prevented or detected‖, supra ftn.12.
was much in favour of the new auditing standard 185 as it makes audit scalable, it eliminates unnecessary controls and, consequently, costs less, since it detects only significant deficiencies. The PCAOB observed that the audit of internal control had significant benefits under AS-2, including higher quality of financial reporting, while it also noted that the effort to conduct an effective audit appeared greater than necessary.
As a result, AS-5 is now designed to achieve the following objectives:  to have the audits on internal control focused on the most important matters, i.e. evaluating the areas where there is reasonable possibility of containing a material misstatement, pointing out the significance of fraud risk and anti-fraud measures and explaining the impact that entity-level controls can have on the evaluation of other controls  to include only the most necessary requirements for an effective audit, i.e. focusing on the multilocation of risk rather than risk coverage, risk assessment at assertion rather than at control level and finally, not requiring auditors to evaluate the management's assessment process  to have audit properly fitted to the size and the complexity of the company audited  to simplify the text of the Standard, by providing more general principles rather than detailed requirements in English language for ensuring general understanding of the meaning of the key terms and of important concepts.
Consequently, due to the experience gained until the present day and the cost-related complaints about over-controlling and exceeding costs, PCAOB issued the new standard, so as to enable auditors and management to focus on the most important matters that have to be tested, i.e. those matters which could eventually lead to material weaknesses. The provision of general principles instead of detailed guidance is also in favour of the companies, since it is strongly connected with the size, the complexity, the internal function of the company and its perception of the control system. The ultimate goal of the new standard is to eliminate unnecessary work and -right-size‖ the audits of internal controls, thus, succeeding in making them more cost-effective.
The 404 internal control procedure renders the management responsible for the picture drawn by the internal control testing of the company. The purpose of the procedure is to increase the reliability of financial reporting and to improve the balance between compliance costs and benefits. The efficiency of the internal control is promoted by allowing management to focus on material control items, including the role of entity-level and general information technology controls. 
Management's Assessment and Evaluation 0f The Preferred Frameworks
The decision on the evaluation framework to be used lies on the management. This is a key-element for management's assessment and it is important that the control framework on which the evaluation was based is clearly specified. The Management is responsible for using a suitable and well-recognized, commonly accepted control framework, established by a body or group that has followed due-process procedures, including the broad distribution of the framework for public comment 186 . The appropriate documentation concerning the management's decision and assessment of ICFR will enable the independent auditor to understand the management's process as well as to plan and perform the related audit procedures. Although every firm can, based on its size and objectives, apply whichever control framework seems more appropriate for it, provided that it is widely recognized as trustworthy, the SEC did note that the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission's Internal Control Integrated Framework (1992), also known as COSO framework-report), satisfies the SEC's criteria. In addition, SEC noted that there are also other suitable and acceptable evaluation standards outside the US, such as The Guidance on Assessing Control, published by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, and the Turnbull Report, published by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Whales. An evaluation framework is suitable when:  it is free from bias  it permits reasonably consistent qualitative and quantitative measurement of a company's internal control  it is sufficiently complete and more specifically, the factors that could alter a conclusion about the effectiveness of the company's internal controls are not omitted from the evaluation framework  it is relevant to an evaluation of internal control over financial reporting.
Moreover, Section 404 rules do not purposely specify the method or the procedures which should be followed for an accurate evaluation. The SEC recognizes that these methods should vary from company to company. The assessment of ICFR must be based on procedures sufficient to evaluate firm's design and test its operating effectiveness.
In September 2004, COSO released a draft of a document entitled -Enterprise Risk Management Framework‖. This framework doesn't replace the commonly used 1992 COSO report; it incorporates it. It is designed to raise a consistent risk and control awareness throughout the enterprise and to become a commonly accepted model for discussing and evaluating the organization's risk management processes. Listing in the US used to be, among other reasons, a matter of prestige 188 for EU issuers. The main benefits consisted briefly in:  the increased liquidity 189  the decreased expose to domestic market risk 190  the increased visibility 191  the reduction of the cost of capital (with uncertain duration of this effect though) 192  obtaining acquisition currency  the financial benefits offered by US public market and  the notion that listing in a stricter disclosure environment than that of the home country exchange could guarantee future earnings 193 . Section 404 is the cornerstone of internal control for US-listed companies. Companies have reported that SOX 404 improved the accuracy of their financial statements, while it also increased their reliability, thus, protecting investors' and shareholders' interests.
It involves rationalizing internal controls and evaluations, i.e. which controls are important to keep and which to remove, standardizing and centralizing key controls in view of increasing efficiency and redesigning the control structure.
As much-discussed in theory and in practice, Section 404 created new control environment requirements for companies without, however, setting, in a direct manner, clear discriminations depending on the company size. Indirectly, it reveals the dilemma for a company whether it is large enough to bear the costs of the new internal control requirements or whether it is small enough and stay private or even go dark. Section 404 was, at first, a threat to the companies' annual costs but, as time has shown, this is not the one and only reason that companies delist from NYSE or do not go public or prefer another stock market for issuing an IPO.
The controversy about Section 404 shed light to the deregistrations from NYSE and NASDAQ. Yet the results are still not clear enough in order to support that SOX and Section 404 are the primary reasons for which companies prefer other public markets or delist from US exchanges.
There has been significant research about the impact of SOX οn companies. What seems to be evident in more research papers is the fact that the companies which delist from the US exchange are the smaller and the weaker ones, i.e. the ones which cannot bear the costs created by SOX. SOX 404 undoubtedly imposed new compliance costs to the firms ; Zhang 194 concludes that SOX has imposed significant net costs on firms. However, the picture is far more vague with regard to the companies which go private or dark following SOX's implementation. It should be noted, however, that NYSE and NASDAQ had already changed their requirements by the time SOX was passed as well as that many changes to US corporate practices would have taken place independently of the enhancement of SOX , due to the market pressures and the changes caused by the scandals.
According to Kamar et al. 195 , it is clear that the burden imposed by SOX mainly induced small companies to go private, while large companies were little affected. Small firms are expected to have more ineffective internal controls than larger companies 196 and lack of in-house staff to respond to more complex 194 197 show that going dark firms are smaller, more distressed, have weaker performance and governance than public and private companies. As Leuz et al show, the increase in SEC deregistration after SOX is primarily driven by firms that went dark rather than private and this was much a result closely linked to the extension of the compliance with the 404 procedure. On the other hand, there is no significant increase shown in going private in the months after the passage of SOX.
Moreover, Litvak 198 outlined that SOX reduced the value of cross-listed firms, especially in the event of small ones, while lower returns to cross-listed firms regardless of the firm size were observed. However, the major weakness of the research on the impacts of SOX is the difficulty to separate the effect of SOX, and especially of Section 404, from that of contemporaneous factors, such as the financial market liquidity as Kamar et al. mention in a recent paper 199 . As a result, the multitude of reasons affecting the deregistration decisions of the firms makes it difficult to cite SOX as the only factor of deregistrations. The concerns about the results that 404 would have were smoothed over with time; immediately after the release of SOX, small firms went private in order to avoid the initial compliance costs, while investors, shocked by the innovative nature of the Act, reacted with fear, especially during the first year of its implementation. For foreign issuers though, the experience of US companies and the foreseen expansion time contributed to ensure adequate preparation for the 404 filing and better scheduling of internal control mechanisms. The reaction to the 404 implementation is also relative; the higher the firm's level of disclosure and corporate governance regime is, the less benefit from externally imposed regulation. However, European cross-listed companies did not state that they already had the same disclosure level with the level required by SOX, while US had, traditionally, even before SOX, through the Securities Acts and the class action enforcement, better investor protection. Berger et al 200 show that stock market reaction to SOX is more positive for firms from countries with poor enforcement of investor rights underlining that SOX improves the protections of outside investors in those firms. 197 Leuz, C., Triantis, A. and Wang, T., (forthcoming The establishment of Section 404 enables achievement of the goals of SOX, aiming at diminishing managerial opportunistic behaviors, by interposing independent directors on audit committees, company lawyers and other parties in this process 203 .
Challenges to Foreign Issuers
Since the passage of SOX, Karmel 204 pointed out two possible directions; either foreign issuers deregister and move to London or corporate governance standards converge into US models, something which could lead to a worldwide harmonization of standards. It could be maintained that until the present day, foreign issuers have taken, for different reasons, both directions. Nevertheless, the latter scenario seems more likely. The fact that the majority of foreign issuers did fill in the 404 management assessment over internal control report reflects their will to stay in the US stock markets and bear the costs, anticipating, probably, long-term benefits. Firms have, by now, the knowledge, the background and the proper in-house staff to implement a timely and accurate internal control procedure, while it should also be underlined that 404-related costs are significantly lower after the first year of implementation. On the other hand, delisting from NYSE and NASDAQ or preferring to launch an IPO in a stock market outside the US should not be considered as SOX's only consequence. Firms with strong internal controls reduce their capital costs significantly. It is noted that the disclosure regime should not strive for breadth and completeness, since these costs are unnecessary and are simply targeted towards problems in the framework of which transparency helps overcome principal-agent problems. As a result, the benefits of the internal control system are measured based on how well it helps monitor and control the behavior of the firm's senior managers 206 . Furthermore, due to its various benefits, additional investment in internal controls may be justified 207 . Until issuance of Section 404, small firms, in particular, did not use to report their internal control weaknesses. SOX enables the creation of a compliance culture in modern financial reporting methods. However, according to Kahan, if the law tries to change accepted norms too significantly, this hard shove may well be self-defeating where a gentle nudge it might have been the best solution 208 . Under Section 404, there are challenges for foreign issuers; for SOX supporters, the overall Act constituted a chance to enhance financial reporting and disclosure and to render executives more accountable towards the shareholders. Before Section 404, the management did not require extensive internal control expertise and, thus, companies were much exposed to possible financial risks and frauds.
With respect to foreign issuers, the beneficiaries of the internal control procedures should be specified. Independent directors are responsive mainly to the current generation of shareholders contrary to debtholders or outside investors. The beneficiaries of a strong system of internal control include outside investors interests, to whom neither the directors nor the management have any loyalty whatsoever. As it was noted in paragraph 6 of AS-2 PCAOB' s standard, government regulators are specific beneficiaries of internal control system as well.
The challenges that foreign issuers are faced with regarding 404 have been diminished after foreign 205 Committee on Capital Markets Regulation (Paulson Committee) Report of 30 November , 2006. 206 However, this system is far narrower than the system proposed by PCAOB' s AS-2 standard, though the standard has an agency cost embedded in it. 207 The question of whether securities regulation affects non-investor constituencies as well as investors is shown in Williams, C., (1999) issuers first 20-F filing. However, it is significant to introduce appropriate audit committees, independent from the management overseeing financial reporting as required by AS-2. Another significant issue is that IT and internal control mechanism and evaluation framework be designed in such as way so as to respond to the geographical multi-location of a foreign issuer's subsidiaries. Nevertheless, what is more crucial about foreign issuers is the duplicative reporting standards for foreign firms. The SEC requires all listed corporations to report in conformity with US GAAP or to reconcile IFRS with US GAAP if they use IFRS as many foreign chartered corporations and all EU-based corporations do. As a result, foreign companies bear also significant additional reporting or reconciliation costs. The SEC recently proposed that foreign issuers be allowed to file financial statements, prepared in accordance with IFRS, without any reconciliation with US GAAP and has issued a ‗concept release' on allowing US firms to do the same 209 . The SEC has taken many steps in order to keep foreign issuers in US markets, with the AS-2 and the concept for IFRS and US GAAP being its most significant steps until the present day. The gained experience on SOX 404 and the fear of loosing its competitiveness made SEC and PCAOB react in a timely manner. Another proposal of financial economists group roundtable 210 is the adoption of a statutory amendment for turning 404 into a voluntary provision; if a company chooses not to comply with the market, its explanation of non-compliance and the value of the company will be assessed accordingly. Τhen, it is estimated that investors will put a lower value on a non-compliant company, a fact which will constitute an incentive for the company to meet the 404 requirements if the expense is worthwhile 211 .
Conclusion
Listing in US is not as much prestigious as it used to be in good old times. US competitiveness was not exempted from the latest financial banking crisis. The decline in US stock markets should not be attributed only to SOX and especially to Section 404. There is evidence that foreign issuers delist, do not go public at all or go dark; although there is evidence that the compliance costs were higher than expected, a company's decision to deregister is driven to a great extent by many financial and strategic management reasons rather than merely by SOX. The SEC is by now well-aware of the situation and is now prone to 209209 213 , measures should be left sufficiently flexible in order to accommodate the wide range of firms and corporate law regimes; the more innovative and adaptable a legal system is, the more likely it will be to supply firms with measures that they require while ensuring an adequate level of investor protection.
Deregistration in 2003, after the implementation of SOX, was much observed in London as well as in other stock exchanges. LSE gained a relevant competitive advantage as a pioneer of the ‗comply or explain rule' in corporate governance, however NYSE and NASDAQ offer the advantage of better enforcement of the rule, public and private. In the EU, there is considerable wariness about giving regulators strong powers in the area of corporate governance as this could lead to rigidity and destroy flexibility 214 . Section 404 of SOX is the Act's most criticized article; however, if the internal control is carefully scheduled in advance following performance of thorough tests and use of the necessary mechanisms, the financial disclosure of the firm is of high quality, and, consequently, of better corporate governance. The aim related to maximizing the firm's value and having an efficient market is met as market efficiency has profound implications on disclosure policy. It is also argued that the real benefits of disclosure are better depicted in the process of capital allocation among firms 215 . There is much literature on 404 SOX and it will continue to be, as the need for obtaining a clearer picture on its benefits is well discernable. Every change is costly, even for large capitalization companies. 404 created many costs, however, the firms which have complied with SOX enjoy a valid and accurate internal control system, which can be beneficial for the market performance of the firm,
